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Abstract: As an important infrastructure of national economy, urban rail transit 

projects play an important role in alleviating the traffic congestion, optimizing the 

layout of urban space, and promoting the sustainable development of the city. Up to 

now, the comprehensive evaluation method of comprehensive science has not been 

formed, which has become a difficult problem for the decision making of the project. 

First, the subway train dispatching method were studied. For full-time time-sharing 

scheduling optimization, analysis of metro train operation interval setting standards. In 

view of peak time scheduling optimization and train turn-back mode. Secondly, 

according to the imbalance of the passenger flow in time and space, determine the 

necessity of scheduling optimization. First to shorten the passenger waiting time, keep 

the vehicle comfort, improving utilized as the goal, the mute-objective optimization 

model is established. Passenger flow during peak hours of the analysis results show 

that the imbalance of the metro passenger flow on the cross section has higher, 

determine the length of road ascending col-linear section capacity, optimization model 

is established, the dynamic optimization strategy for train routing plans. According to 

different vehicles equipped with situation, put forward the target coordinate 

optimization method to solve the model, get the grouping variable driving dynamic 

optimization strategy of interval dynamic optimization strategy. Finally, the service 

level scheduling policy analysis, operating costs, provide theory support for the 

operation and management decision makers and the suggestion  

 

Keywords: The subway, mute-objective optimization model, Train turn-back mode, 

Benefit analysis. 
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1. Introduction 

The subway as an important, big cities public transportation to ease road congestion, 

promote the development of urban construction plays an irreplaceable role [1]. The 

competition has been increasing with the increasing of traffic, in the subway system 

meet the demand of passengers, suitable on passenger flow change is apparent 

shortcomings [2-5]. Traditional subway operation scheduling model is relatively simple, 

single scheduling tend to maintain a long time, easy to cause low hours passenger 

waiting time is too long, vehicle empty loading rate is high, the peak time car problems 

such as overcrowding, lack of capacity. In order to improve this situation, this paper 

study of scheduling optimization. The benefit analysis of urban metro rail transit 

project faces new challenges. 

Metro rail transit project has the characteristics of quasi-public goods, there is a strong 

extermination. Its benefit is not only reflected in the direct economic benefits of the 

operation of the main body, but also in the huge social benefits. Therefore, the decision 

makers must comprehensively and objectively evaluate the benefits of urban rail 

transit project in advance, improve the level of scientific decision-making, ensure the 

urban rail transit project to play a good effect, to achieve sustainable development. 

The main content of this paper includes the following three parts:(l) In order to control 

the cost of enterprises and meet the needs of passengers as the goal, different road 

traffic interval as a variable, the establishment of a station site direct analysis and 

design of integrated analysis model;(3) Mute objective coordination optimization 

model is established to meet the needs of passengers and subway enterprises. To 

provide operational solutions for urban rail transit project benefit comprehensive 

analysis, and to construct a comprehensive index system of urban rail transit project 

benefit analysis;(4) According to the relevant data of the urban rail transit, the 

statistical analysis and trend analysis are carried out, and the internal relations among 

all kinds of data are analyzed. Based on the two points of view, the strategy of the 

development of rail transit system is proposed based on the benefit improvement and 

the public convenience. 

 

2. Basic Model 

Cross interval project first need to meet the demand of passenger bus, must ensure 

that the passenger is less than the biggest waiting passengers, second train needs to 

have good comfort, namely too much congestion. On the basis of meet the demand of 

passengers, Need to keep a certain load factors, improve enterprise operating income. 

Thus, the establishment of objective function I:  

 22
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This means that the cross interval can be regarded as a separate section two, the lines 

do not overlap section at peak hours running trains for the column, line overlap section 

of the peak hour of running trains[6]. Objective function to represent the actual 

carrying train length in the way the train capacity of minimum deviation degree and 

guarantee the metro high load factor under the premise of the passengers' comfort, 

can meet the demand of passengers and companies. 

Considering the amount if put into the train, the passenger flow peak time, small cross 

interval trains will continuously run to and fro between turn-back stations. Too large 

number of departure intervals can reduce car use, cost savings, but will increase 

passenger waiting time or cannot meet the demand of traffic; the departure interval is 

too small to meet capacity and passenger demand, and to increase the number of car 

use, improve vehicle purchase cost and maintenance cost [7]. So, in order to save the 

cost, it is necessary to optimize the departure intervals, keep the number of car use 

capacity and passenger demand for the minimum value. 

Thus, the establishment of objective function II: 

NZ 2min                                                   (4) 

Using the number of N  and can be divided into long and short delivery road, the 

Sum of the number of car use: 

2

2

1

1
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N                                                     (5) 

Train operation cycle is equal to the upward, downward running time operation time 

and uplink turn-back time and the sum of the downward turn back time, namely: 

下折下运上折上运 ttttT                                          (6) 

Constraint conditions of objective function I and II are as follows: 

Although the subway allowed overcrowded in the rush hour in order to improve the 

utilization rate of vehicles, but in order to reduce congestion, the actual capacity of the 

train more than 1.1  times the train capacity, namely: 

QW 1.1                                                      (7) 

Headway cannot under the system of design standards, and must not be greater than 

that of the passengers maximum wait time, due to the length of col-linear road 

segment, the passenger will be compressed, compressed two actual vehicle tracking 

interval should not be greater than 4 min, considering the passenger bus needs not 

col-linear section, so train operation interval is 6 , namely: 
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6 Il                                                       (8) 

Pay road cycle length must match, prevent col-linear section interval train imbalance. 

In general, long interval train headway is the short interval hand in road train integer 

times, i.e., the positive integers 

 NkkII ,21                                                  (9) 

By above can get the optimization model for: 

   22
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2.1 Terms, Definitions and Symbols 

M  - The largest section traffic unit: person, 

I -/ road, )2,1( I , 1 for big cross road; 

I - Headway, the unit: min; 

W  - Unit train actual bearing number, unit: people; 

Q - To be determined train capacity, unit: people; 

N , peak hours running train number, unit: columns; 

L - Headway of the minimum design standard, the unit: min; 

T  - The train operation cycle; 

N  - Car use number, unit: columns; 

T - Time. 

 

2.2 Assumptions 

Road project optimization model for train delivery, the following assumptions: 

(1) Model for analysis of peak time; 

(2) At the same time of departure interval; 

(3) Each period passenger arrival and departure station; 

(4) The train running at a constant speed all the way, not safety accidents; 

(5) Vehicle selection and marshaling fixation train number complement fixation; 

(6)the passenger waiting time is equal to the maximum departure intervals, 

determined by the size of the traffic, the system allows the departure interval of 

minimum not less than 2 min, maximum peak passenger endurance time is not more 

than 6 min; 
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(7)Once the train capacity can satisfy the passenger demand, will not cause 

passengers stranded; 

(8)Being predicted passenger flow contains no change to the passenger flow, 

regardless of the change. 

(9)'levies stop scheme using connective stopped. 

 

2.3 The Foundation of Model 

 (1)The road cross project and exhumation method 

Consider setting up feasibility of turn-back station. Determine the priority in road 

project choice among turn-back station, middle turn-back station generally set up in 

the cross section of a significant gap between passenger station, drawing histogram, as 

shown in figure clear passenger flow in E and O stand there is an obvious gap, 

considering the feasibility of setting turn-back station. 

Turn-back station computation formula is as follows: 

     2%200%100 21 PPD                                      (13) 

In the formula: 

1P — station downlink direction on both ends of the interval section than passenger 

flow; 

2P — station upward direction on both ends of the interval section than passenger flow; 

The equation shows that the D value, the greater the section of passenger flow, the 

greater the difference, %75D then, can consider to set up the site for the turn-back 

station in the middle. At that time, %100D  due to the large passenger station, can set 

the middle turn-back station in the downstream of the station, reduce the load at the 

station. 

According to the turn-back station calculation formula available: 

E site:      775.022780/15064220899/166661 iD  

O site:      848.027094/15863229915/2137712 D  

Due to 1D and 2D  less than %75 and less than %100 , consider set E and O stand to 

turn-back station. 

Due to large traffic andO , E stop station, and station turn-back security good, after 

will not disrupt the follow-up train tracking interval, so choose station turn-back mode, 

after which E ,O stands for short delivery road on the stand. 

 

2.4 Solution and Result 

Assume that big pay road cycle for 60 min, small cross road cycle 2T  for 40 min, 

Train for type B car, grouped into 6 marshaling, capacity for 1470 people, largest 

passenger waiting time is6 min. By the peak passenger flow chart shows the largest 
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section of long into traffic at21377 , short delivered the largest section of the road 

traffic is34439people, in order to guarantee a certain comfort, train full are not more 

than 1.1 times the capacity. The data generation into optimization model is: 

4321800)(1687560
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Applied lingo software to solve the model: 

The optimal solution of the objective function I are as follows: 

52.421  II , 47.495781 


Z , 12.222 Z  . 

The optimal solution of the objective function II are as follows: 

54.421  II , 03.222 


Z , 03.496821 Z . 

According to the mute-objective programming algorithms, telescopic indicators are 

obtained 1041 d , 09.02 d .Equivalent to solve the linear programming problem: 

Max  

St. 
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The optimal solution can be got through the lingo: 

53.421  II , 598.0  , 496091 Z  , 222 Z . 

 

2.5 Analysis of the Result 

Analysis and calculation results shows that when the peak hours using nested routing 

length, length of the cross road of departure interval is 4 min s32 , long road13 to start, 

small road13 to start, in a total line segment, the size of routing trains run alternately, 

because the tracking interval is compressed, col-linear section of the actual passengers 

waiting time up to 2 min s16 , meet the peak passenger flow demand passenger waiting 
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time is not greater than 4 min. Car needed for a total base number of 22 columns, long 

road, maximum load factors was %110 , the average was %70 , %90 full are short 

delivery road, an average of %76 , has the high attendance and riding comfort of 

passengers. 

 

3. Improved Model 

 

3.1 Extra Symbols 

According to the overall operating time of the every day, every hour as a period of time, 

will be a day of operation time was divided into some periods, each period of time 

scheduling policies do not change [8]. 

 

3.2 Additional Assumptions 

M —Diurnal time-sharing biggest section traffic unit: person; 

i—Time,  nI ,,2,1  , total n time period; 

I —The headway, the units: min; 

W  —Diurnal timeshare unit train actual bearing number, unit: people; 

Q  —To determine the train capacity, unit: people; 

F  —Passenger-kilometer fares, unit: RMB/person; 

t—Tax rate, the unit: % ; 

P—Profit margin, the unit: % ; 

C  —Passenger-kilometer cost, the unit: Yuan/person; 

m  —Diurnal time-sharing operation train number; 

1—The headway of the minimum design standard, the unit: min 

 

3.3 The Foundation of Model 

To establish the model of need to meet the demand of passenger bus and subway the 

interests of the enterprise is the largest. 

Passengers to care for the interests of the main is divided into two, one is waiting time 

cannot too long, 2 it is not too crowded train. After investigation, the maximum waiting 

time for passengers can endure no more than10min, the passengers' waiting time is 

equal to the largest departure intervals. Although shorten the departure interval to 

improve passenger bus experience, but will greatly increase the operating costs of 

subway enterprises .Related supporting facilities design standards cannot support 

departure interval too short, so the shortest departure interval values according to 

actual conditions[9]. The passengers' waiting time constraints can be used as a model. 

Trains during rush hour shipment, tend to have a certain amount of overload, overload 
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will improve the utilization rate of vehicles, can also cause the car crowded, and lower 

quality of service. And the influencing factors of the subway departure interval is not 

stops and outbound traffic, but the section traffic, it embodies the subway in the actual 

capacity of a section. 

Thus, the establishment of objective function1: 

 21min QWZ                                             (18) 

Among them,  

6060

MI

I

M

m

M
W                                             (19) 

The establishment of the objective function is the I there are two ideas: One is that 

when the 0QW , Considering the car can't too crowded because of the 

overcrowding, must minimize the number of the overcrowding; The second is 

when 0QW , Considering the empty loading rate of the train can't is too high, must 

keep the car number above a certain level, minimize empty loading rate. Objective 

function represents the train actual relative train carrying capacity of the minimum 

deviation degree and guarantee the metro high load factor under the premise of the 

passengers' comfort, can meet the demand of passengers and companies. 

Concern is to improve the enterprise benefit. This paper considers only operating 

income of the enterprise. Operation of the single train operating costs are fixed, the 

factors affecting the total cost of the main for attendance and departure intervals, 

earnings quality can according to the operation under the single train of average gross 

profit and cost per kilometer[10]. 

Thus, the establishment of objective function 2: 

CQ

WF
Z 2max                                              (20) 

According to standard, the subway fares passenger-kilometer fares equals 

passenger-kilometer operating costs and profits and taxes, namely: 

 1 PtCF                                              (21) 

Model of constraint conditions for: 

Although the subway allowed overcrowded in the rush hour in order to improve the 

utilization rate of vehicles, but in order to reduce congestion, the actual capacity of the 

train more than 1.1 times the train capacity, namely: 

QW 1.1                                                   (22) 

Headway cannot under the system design standard, also must not be greater than that 

of the passengers maximum wait time, namely: 

10 Il                                                    (23) 
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One-way train selection is mainly based on peak hour capacity to decide, this can be 

according to actual condition to determine. Train consists of 8 a marshaling, 

6 marshaling and 4 marshaling, use, a , b , c  instead of separately aQ , bQ , cQ , 

presenting8 car marshaling,6 marshaling and4 marshaling capacity, in this way, the 

train capacity constraints can be expressed as: 

    0 cba QQQQQQ                                       (24) 

Equivalent to the value of for one of aQ , bQ , cQ . 

By above can get the optimization model for: 

 

3.4 Solution and Result 

Optimization model is a mute-objective coordination optimization problem. Due to the 

two optimization goals contradict each other, so the coordination between the two is 

the key to solve. Mute-objective coordinated optimization of the basic idea is through 

minimum concessions, make each target obtained are the optimal compromise solution 

of "satisfaction". 

A mute-objective coordination optimization approach to mute-objective problem is 

transformed into single objective problem solving, avoided direct calculation of the 

complexity of the mute-objective problem [11]. The introduction of telescopic 

indicators will search scope is limited within the compromise solution set of 

mute-objective function for the optimal solution, can reduce the search range of the 

optimal solution, high precision, has certain practicality. 

First of all, the mute-objective function 1min Z , 2min Z ,Respectively calculate each the 

optimal value of objective function under the constraint condition, get the optimal 

value 1zof objective function 1min Z and 2z is the corresponding objective function 2min Z . 

The optimal value of 2z is the objective function 2min Z and the value 1z is the 

corresponding objective function 1min Z .Upper and lower bounds of the objective 

function can be obtained and telescopic indicators id . 

iii zzd  ,i=1,2                                           (27) 

Secondly, introducing parameter   to minimize the objective function concessions, 

equivalent to the maximum number of parameter   in the type: 

iii zdf                                                  (28) 

Finally, the introduction of the muti-objective function constraintC , can be equivalent 

to solve the single objective programming problem as follows: 
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 Among them, 1f  and 2f  is the original objective function. If you think 1Z  is more 

Important, alone can be 1d ; If you think 2Z  is more important, alone can be 2d . 

 

3.5 Analysis of the Result 

To predict passenger subway line1 to verify the rationality of the model as the research 

target. Completed a total of 17 station of line1, the minimum headway for 2 min. 

By a data the peak hour one-way traffic biggest can reach36468people, so the city 

subway vehicle should choose class B car, vehicle capacity for 245 people, eight 

marshaling capacity for 1960 people, 6 grouped into 1470 people, 4 a grouping of 

980 .Assuming enterprise profit margins of %20 , the tax rate shall be %5 . 

Time 00:800:7  uplink traffic, for example, the data generation into the optimization 

model: 

 21 6017675min QIz                                           (30) 

Q

I
z
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1767525.1
max 2
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019601470980
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6617675
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QI

                              (32) 

Using lingo to solve: under the condition of constraints, the objective function of 

optimal solution I to: 

33.3I , 980Q , 01 Z  , 25.12 Z . 

The optimal solution for the objective function II: 

10I , 980Q  , 38645011 Z , 76.32 Z . 

According to coordinate mute-objective optimization algorithm, the optimal 

compromise to make the two objectives are values, computing scale, 

indicator 38645011 d , 51.22 d . 

Generation into the formula: 

  38645016017675 2

2
 dQI                                  (33) 

25.1
60

1767525.1
2 


d

Q

I
                                       (34) 
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If you want to make the concession of the objective function value is smaller, it must 

make the  value, and the greater the merge the constraint conditions of the original 

model single objective programming problem can be obtained:  

Max   

St.
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Be gotten using lingo to solve the optimal solution for 65.3I , 980Q .So during the 

period of 00:800:7  , using four marshaling form, departure intervals for3 min39 s. 

The same available full-time driving program shown in the table 1 below: 

 

Table 1. The same available full-time driving program 

time 

quantum 

upriver downriver post-correction 

running 

interval 

marshalling 

The 

number 

line 

subway 

running 

interval 

marshal 

ling 

The 

number 

line 

subway 

running 

interval 

marshal 

ling 

The 

number 

line 

subway 

Uplink 

utilised 

Downw 

ardutilised 

6:00-7: 00 10min 4 6 10min 4 6 10min 4 6 0.88 1.06 

7:00-8: 00 3min39s 4 16 3min45s 4 16 3min45s 4 16 1.1 1.08 

8:00-9:00 2min39s 4 23 5min18s 4 11 2min37s 4 23 1.03 0.49 

9:00-10:00 2min39s 4 23 3min45s 4 16 2min37s 4 23 1.07 0.74 

10:00-11:00 2min19s 4 26 3min20s 4 18 2min18s 4 26 1.06 0.75 

11:00-12:00 2min19s 4 26 2min51s 4 21 2min18s 4 26 1.1 0.88 

12:00-13:00 3min 6 20 2min24s 4 25 2min24s 6 20 1.07 0.88 

13:00-14:00 3min 6 20 2min19s 4 26 2min18s 6 20 1.08 0.94 

14:00-15:00 2min44s 6 22 3min9s 6 19 2min44s 6 22 1.08 0.92 

15:00-16:00 3min 6 20 3min 6 20 3min 6 20 1.06 1.09 

16:00-17:00 2min51s 6 21 2min37s 6 23 2min37s 6 23 0.99 1.08 

17:00-18:00 2min51s 6 21 2min44s 6 22 2min44s 6 22 1.02 1.06 

18:00-19:00 2min51s 6 21 3min 6 20 2min51s 6 21 1.04 0.98 

19:00-20:00 2min19s 4 26 2min51s 4 21 2min18s 4 26 1.06 0.89 

20:00-21:00 2min51s 4 21 3min20s 4 18 2min51s 4 21 1.05 0.93 

21:00-22:00 4min 4 15 3min20s 4 18 3min20s 4 18 0.88 1.07 

22:00-23:00 10min 4 6 8min15s 4 7 8min34s 4 7 0.87 1.04 
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4. Conclusions 

 

4.1 Conclusions of the problem 

The shop every optimization strategy implementation of economic benefit: 

Under the condition of fixed price, when after the subway service quality to achieve a 

certain degree, from the other public traffic transfer induced traffic is relatively fixed, 

earnings will not cause too big effect. In this case, the direct factors influencing the 

enterprise benefit can be thought of only costs. In this paper, we consider the cost of 

the divided into vehicle procurement costs and train running cost. 

Vehicle purchasing cost 

Factors that affect vehicle purchasing cost for train type, organization form and the 

number of car use. Train type for class B car, marshaling form for4 and 6 marshaling. 

The number of car use is a required minimum number of train operation cycle. Suppose 

the city metro line 1 train operation cycle for 60  min, unit quantity acquisition cost of 

the vehicle for A, there are 2 6B train standby, only consider the train needs. 

Assumes that the train can be flexible for 4 and 6 units of disintegration and marshaling, 

the diurnal driving schedule shows that diurnal maximum number of car use to 23 , 

organization form for 6 B, and the standby trains a total of 150 vehicles, the total cost 

for purchasing150A; 

The car running costs 

Train running cost contains lines and vehicle consumption, maintenance cost and the 

operating costs of the enterprise, for the convenience of calculation, here a metro 

vehicle go do single kilometer costs for B, assuming that big hand over to the single 

direction of length L km road, small cross road of 3/2  L kilometers, a turn-back cost to 

C. 

By the calculation, the optimized train travel cost for 3312 BL full-time, turn-back cost 

is 680 c, moreover, and train marshaling the collapse of the cost. Peak 

hours  00:1800:17  train travel cost for 264 BL, turn-back cost for 44 c. 

Compared with before optimization, optimization of train travel cost minimum, but turn 

back costs increase, because the turn-back cost relatively little train travel cost, thus 

the optimized total cost reduction. 

The shop every optimization strategy implement social benefits: 

Interests mainly analysis from the aspects of passenger interests: passengers waiting 

time and comfort level, because the optimized strategy takes into consideration the 

ride comfort of passengers, so here waiting time are discussed. Through calculation, 

the optimized strategy diurnal maximum passengers waiting time for 10 min, 

minimum 2 min s18 , an average of 3 min s29 , passengers waiting time 

for 2 min s44 peak hours. 
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4.2 Applications of Our Models 

Calculation result by the table above shows that the table has train number range, in 

order to prevent the train gathered in the end, for the optimized operation train 

number and marshaling, departure intervals up to10min, minimum2 min s18  full are 

the minimum is 49.0 ,the maximum is 1.1 ,with an average of 98.0 ,can improve the 

comfort of the passengers and reduce vehicle empty loading rate. On the premise of 

meet the capacity operation small marshaling, can under the premise that guarantee 

the departure intervals smaller maintaining high capacity, can meet the demand of 

passengers and companies. 

Using high precision Monte Carlo modeling simulation method, simulation one 

thousand times, to find out more than equal to the shortest train departure time 

interval of a variety of time corresponding to the passenger retention rate 

[12].According to the acceptance value of the passenger's retention rate of the line, the 

most appropriate train departure time interval is selected to meet the requirements of 

passenger service satisfaction, and the public transport resources are fully utilized. In 

order to achieve the best results of the city subway operation, we carried out a 

scientific analysis of the full calculation, the time interval is set to provide a scientific 

and powerful argument for the best train departure time of the subway lines that are 

already running or running. The method is also simple to use, there is no complex 

operation, can be used to promote the use of easy to learn and use. In summary, the 

strategy is suitable for the high level of service, advanced equipment, with a wealth of 

experience in the operation of the city subway. 
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